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RG 8) Frederick, Md. 21701 

1/25/75 

Mx. Fred Jordan 
Grove Press 
53 B With Ste, 
New York, NoY. 40003 

Dear Fred, 

hanks to you. or Barney for the release on your sult against the CIA and for 

the attachment to the court papers the first page of which is headed "Jurisdiction." 

I have watched the work of lawyers in cases similar to this for years. This is 

the first time I can honestly: say I think they did a great job. Sometimes lawyers — 

will do a fair job on the law and then forgot all else. These were an imaginative 

team whose product impresses me muche So much, in fact, that I'd appreciate a full 

set of all papers, if possible ia duplicate for ny lawyer. You may remember I told 

you both at lunch that I'm going to be suing them when we can get to ite 

They stonewalled with me, denying they had any files after I told them I had 

copies of sime. This was before the law was amended and before they started getting 

pushed around as much as thay since have bee®e Sinee then I've obtained added copies 

of added proofs. Wyile my lawyer is busy preparing an appeal in one of my cases against 

the FBI and in tie Ray case I've started exhausting administrative remedies againe 

We'll file - and against more than the CIA = after these appeals are overe 

Copies of this excellent work could be very helpful to my lawyer, who is just 

starting practisee He's been to the Supreme Court several times « succeasfullye 

without being before a\jury yete 

It is possible that I can help yous. I'm willing to take the time even though 

I'l pushing to get a book that I think can break the JFK case open ready for the cameras 

{ have gone over the files supplied someone else I kmow and was able to pinpoint 

withholdings. I also was able to £111 in names that were nasked. In my own work T 

have established full proofs of a CIA front for this kind of antrusiong into first- 

' ‘amendment rights. I have not gone public with this hoping to sell a story on it or 

gave it for my ow suit but if you need it 1°11 give it to you. Coming from you it 

has a chance of getting more attention then from me, too. This frort remains une 

exposed, I can trace it back for a decade. Where I do not have proof but have pretty 

gubstantiel ovidenca I think I have the leads necessary to establish another such 

operation. I have this in a Watergate book that exists in unread rough draft. I had 

to lay it aside a year ago and have not been able to return to it. If I am right on 

this it will make a supersensation, as I think the book, well edited, still could. 

(there is axx vast end sti11 unexposed CLA/Watergate story.) 

If your lawyers move for discovery, whether vy interrogatories or depositions, 

perhaps I can help there, too. As if you decide to carry #37 on other publishers 

forward. There may be other publishers, I have reason to believe there were, and there 

was at least one you.did not name who shared offices af CIA “assets” and "proprietaries." 

I have reason to belive there was a domestic operation on publishing, this reason 

oxtening to its dowmtown Washington offices. I think it is«posaible to supply more 

names for joining in the suit if you'd like. And agencies. I'm sure the Army was in 

on this surveillance. My files will probably supply the names of willing witnessese 

My hunch is that these papers were prepared from what you got from the CIA and




